Backup to the Cloud
Veeam Cloud Connect makes backup to the cloud easy.

Enhance Business Continuity with a Secure, Compliant Backup Solution

Veeam© Cloud Connect™, a module within Veeam Availability Suite™ v8, is a seamless way to establish offsite backup. In just a few minutes you can start backing up to the cloud through GreenPages, without a VPN or separate console. Your cloud repository works just like
a local resource, except that your cloud data is available even if your primary backup or datacenter is lost.
Organizations welcome these benefits of Veeam Cloud Connect:





Reduce the capital cost of backup equipment and the resources required for onsite, manual backup
Meet compliance and security mandates in fields such as healthcare, financial services and e-commerce
Enhance business continuity – your backup can be restored in the cloud and run as cloud servers
Receive the non-stop service and continuous protection of a fully redundant system – without the expense

Why Choose Veeam Cloud Connect from GreenPages?
Secure, compliant cloud

• Hosted on a secure and compliant cloud infrastructure built on enterprise-class hardware
• Highly available and redundant infrastructure

Encrypted transfers

• All backup traffic is securely transferred with end-to-end AES 256 encryption at source (during backup),
in transit and at rest
• No negative impact on built-in compression, deduplication and WAN Acceleration

Automation

• Backups automatically take place according to your schedule

Cost efficiency

• Eliminate capital outlays for onsite backup equipment
• Reduce offsite datacenter costs including space, power, network, equipment

Enhanced replications

• 50x faster replication and up to 20x reduction in bandwidth consumption with WAN Acceleration
• Replication from backup files without impacting your production environment

Scalable

• Quickly and easily add resources and capacity as needed

Fast startup

• Experienced engineers, easy setup and quick provisioning allow you to get started immediately

Backup to the Cloud
Veeam Cloud Connect automates offsite backup with advanced security measures.

Highly Scalable. Easy to Manage. Always Secure.

By moving your backup service to the cloud, you eliminate upfront capital expenditures for equipment and increase security and
reliability with an automated offsite backup. GreenPages’ secure, compliant infrastructure addresses the key obstacle for many
companies considering a move to the cloud. With Veeam Cloud Connect, cloud repositories are completely isolated form one another.
You can also encrypt your backup at the source, before data leaves your network and without increasing bandwidth consumption.
Easy Setup

Industry-Leading Technology

1. Once you have selected GreenPages as your service
provider, we will provide you with credentials.



Maintain full control of your Veeam resources and backup




S
ecure, compliant cloud infrastructure built on
enterprise-class hardware

3. Enter the credentials provided by GreenPages.



HIPAA and PCI compliant datacenter

4. Your cloud repository will appear in your backup
infrastructure.



Cisco UCS infrastructure



Geographic redundancy for business continuity

5. That’s it! And you can check the status of your backup
at any time from your Veeam 8 dashboard.



Easily scalable to meet emerging needs and
capacity demands

2. Within Veeam 8, click on “Add a service provider.”

Customers

Service Provider

About GreenPages Technology Solutions
GreenPages is a leading systems integrator and cloud services company that helps clients fully virtualize their environments
and transform their datacenter and IT operations to strategically leverage the power of cloud computing. The company’s
deep technology expertise, broad engineering certifications, and Cloud Management as a Service (CMaaS) solution provide
organizations across the U.S. with unparalleled visibility into and control of modern-era hybrid cloud environments.
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